LLP's NEW Online Peer Review Summary Outcomes Survey: FAQ
Where do I find the new online peer review summary outcomes survey?
You can find the new survey here: https://www.lincolnshire.gov.uk/llp/sponsored-initiatives/peerreview/130937.article
Just scroll down to the bottom of the page where it says "Related Links" and follow the link to the
survey "LLP Peer Review Outcomes Summary Survey 2016-17".

Please explain the ratings scale for the attributes?
The five-point ratings scale for the attributes, from very poor to very good should be interpreted as
follows:
Very Poor
This
theme/attribute
needs additional
support from
beyond the
partnership. For
example, a
school might
benefit from
further Teaching
School provision
in this area.

Poor
This
theme/attribute
needs support
from within the
partnership of
schools or from
the sector.

Average
Rate this
theme/attribute as
average if the
school neither
excels nor
requires
improvement, OR
if the area is not
applicable in your
peer review.

Good
This
theme/attribute is
strong and is
something the
School would like
to celebrate.

Very Good
This
theme/attribute is
a distinct strength
based on the
peer review and
you would be
happy to support
other schools in
this field.

What should I do if I can't rate my school on any of the attributes because they're
not relevant?
In this case, please select "average" as your response.

What should I write in the free text boxes that pop up when I rate my peer
reviewed school?
The information you put in the free text boxes will help build a directory of strengths and areas of
improvement. Please feel free to provide a few keywords to explain how a school excels in a
particular area or where it might need improvement. You do not need to write full sentences; simple
keywords will suffice. Also, please note that we are only asking for this additional detail for up to
three areas of excellence or improvement each. You do not have to take the time to populate each
and every text box! If you wish to move on, simply type "NA".

Why are you using a five point rating scale rather than the more familiar Ofsted
categories to assess schools against the nineteen attributes listed in the survey?
We designed the new online peer review feedback survey based on feedback received from
headteachers at the Autumn 2016 Headteacher Briefings. Specifically, you asked us to for more
rigorous data, more detail on strengths and areas of improvement across Lincolnshire, and a way of
locating schools who may be able to share best practices and innovative techniques in specific areas.
A five-point scale will be able to best deliver this information. Moreover, you also asked us to stay
away from more familiar Ofsted categories to prompt schools to take a fresh look at peer
performance.

